Readings from any of these Tarot decks
Aleister Crowley Thoth with Gerd Ziegler’s
The Mirror of the Soul (4 layouts)
Osho’s Zen Tarot (6 layouts)
Karen Vogel’s Motherpeace Tarot (1 layout)
Rider Waite Tarot (2 layouts)
Stevee Postman’s The Cosmic Tribe (10 layouts)
Universal Fantasy Tarot (3 layouts)
Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine’s
Angel Tarot Cards (2 layouts)
Ted Andrews’ Animal-Wise Tarot (5 layouts)
John Holland’s Psychic Tarot Oracle Cards (4 layouts)
Pietro Alligo & Marua de Luca’s Tarot of Mermaids (3 layouts)
Kris Waldherr’s The Goddess Tarot (3 layouts)
Clarification Reading
1. Actual theme which really is of concern to you at the moment. What is the basic question?
2. What you are receptive and open to. Which people, energies, and events are you attracting?
3. Shows what you are expressing and showing of yourself outwardly. How do I influence my environment?
4. The answer, the key – points a way in which to overcome the problem actively

Ellipse Reading
1. The past, or that which is in the process of ending
2. The present
3. The future, or that which is just beginning
4. What to do?
5. Helpful or disturbing energies from outside
6. Greatest hopes or fears
7. Results or outcome

Chakra Reading
1. Root
2. Sex/Creative
3. Solar Plexus
4. Heart
5. Throat
6. Third Eye
7. Crown

Celtic Cross
1. Basic card. My basic situation.
2. Influences hindering or furthering the basic situation (cross the basic situation)
3. My conscious thoughts about the question/situation.
4. My unconscious thoughts about the question/situation.
5. Past influences, or that which is just ending.
6. Future influences, or that which is just ending.
7. Myself, my attitude and approach to the question or situation
8. The energies coming to me from the outer world.
9. My hopes and fears.
10. Results, outcome, key
The Diamond
1. The Issue
2. Internal influence that you are unable to see
3. External influence of which you are aware
4. What is needed for resolution
5. Resolution: the understanding

The Flying Bird
2. The Resistance Card: “Fear of Flying”
3. Response-ability to the fear
4. Inner Support: intuition of responsibility
5. External support: intelligent action responding to the intuition
6. Relaxation and acceptance
7. Arrival at a new level of awareness

The Key Layout
1. What is repressed
2. The Yin card, your female (passive) aspect
3. The Yang card, your male (active) aspect
4. The meditation
5. Insight into the body
6. Insight into the heart
7. Insight into the being
8. Consciousness (understanding)

The Mirror
1. The Body: You in the here/now
2. The Heart: You in the here/now
3. The Mind: You in the here/now
4. The Body: Partner in the here/now
5. The Heart: Partner in the here/now
6. The Mind: Partner in the here/now
7. Melting and Merging (Intimacy): Outer Manifestation of the partnership
8. The alchemy of togetherness (transformation): Outer Manifestation of the partnership
9. The blessings (benefits and gifts): Outer manifestation of the partnership
10. Melting and Merging (Intimacy): Inner Spiritual Purpose
11. The alchemy of togetherness (transformation): Inner Spiritual purpose
12. The blessings (benefits and gifts): Inner Spiritual Purpose
The Celtic Cross
1. The Issue
2. Diminishing/enhancing or clarifying/obscuring the issue
3. The unconscious influence
4. The conscious influence
5. Old patterns, the old way
6. New patterns, moving into the new
7. Self: your feelings and attitudes about the issue
8. What you are attracting from the outside
9. Your desires/denials
10. Outcome/Key

Relating
1. You and what you are contributing to the relating here/now
2. The other, the other’s input to the relating
3. The composite energies
4. The Insight
Karen Vogel's Motherpeace Tarot

Reading
1. Significator is the starting point of who or what I am right now at the time of the reading
2. Atmosphere is the event, catalyst or action that sets the stage for the reading and is what's behind the reading or question
3. Crosscurrent is the lesson I'm learning which may tell me about a skill I need to acquire
4. Root is what I'm standing on – the unconscious influences and what I feel in my body
5. Passing Away is an event in the recent past, such as last week or even earlier in the day and is important to the reading in some way
6. Sky is what hangs over the reading. It is my head, conscious self, or spirit connection, and sometimes represents my personality and how I act in the world.
7. Near Future is an event that will happen soon, probably in the next week or as soon as later in the day and is something that is significant to the overall reading
8. Self-Concept is how I feel or think about myself and I pay attention to whether it is in harmony or conflict with the Significator. The Self-Concept is an attitude and it can be changed or updated if it seems to lag behind what the rest of the reading is saying about me.
9. Hopes and Fears could be either or both a hope and a fear. If the card is a Major Arcana, it is a current reality as well
10. House is an individual or group that is important to the reading in some way and may be a source of support or a negative influence
11. Outcome If the card is a Major Arcana, it indicates how the reading or cycle will turn out or resolve itself
Rider Waite Tarot with text by Eileen Connolly

Three Card Reading
1. Immediate past with respect to the situation you have inquired about
2. Current status and what you need to know or work on right now
3. Immediate future if you continue on your present path and follow the guidance of the Present card

Celtic Cross Reading
1. What covers you
2. What crosses you for good or bad
3. The Basis of the Situation
5. What crowns you, could come into being
6. Before You
7. Your own negative feelings
8. Feelings of Others around you
9. Your Own Positive Feelings
10. Outcome
One Card Reading

Two Card Reading
Yes or No

Three Card Reading
• Body, Mind, Spirit
• Past, Present, Future
• Father, Mother, Child
• Option A, Option B, Option C

Door of Perception
1. What you will need to bring with you to move forward, the foundation
2. What you will need to consider from the practical, rational, or logical perspective
3. What you will need to deal with to get through such obstacles
4. What you need to consider from the intuitive side, including your creativity and the possibility for unconventional methods
5. The Key, the way through the door, the outcome of combining the four elements, the act of passing through to what lies behind the door

Situational Progression
1. The Stranger: represents something new you need to learn.
2. The Self: represents how you will respond to the newness.
3. The Friend: represents an old or new companion who will be affected by your new quest.
4. The Family: learn the wisdom of compassion and how you venture confidently into the world
5. The World: represents what you will be learning
**Celtic Cross**

1. Pure Freedom, what you would like with no influences, what covers you
2. Archetypal Influence, a core desire forcing you to make choices, what crosses you.
3. Your roots in the psychic soil, your unconscious, what your dreams are telling you, what you can’t see below you.
4. Your past, influences from the past acting on the present, what you draw toward you.
5. Your flower for all to see, your conscious goals and aspirations, what you see above you.
6. Your Future, influences from the future acting on the present, what you put out into the world
7. How you see yourself
8. How your environment – the people, places, and things that shape your life – sees you.
9. How you experience the obstacles on your path, hopes and fears
10. The Outcome of your efforts, what you will learn

**Celtic Cross Expanded**

1. Present Position
2. Immediate Future
3. Goal of Destiny
4. Distant Past of Situation
5. Recent Past Events
6. Future Influences
7. The Question
8. Environmental Factors
9. Inner Emotions
10. Final Outcome
11. Final Outcome Expanded
12. Final Outcome Expanded
Universal Fantasy Tarot

One Card Reading

Three Card Reading
1. Past
2. Present
3. Future

Celtic Cross Expanded
1. Present Position
2. Immediate Future
3. Goal of Destiny
4. Distant Past of Situation
5. Recent Past Events
6. Future Influences
7. The Question
8. Environmental Factors
9. Inner Emotions
10. Final Outcome
11. Final Outcome Expanded
12. Final Outcome Expanded
Doreen Virtue & Radleigh Valentine's Angel Tarot Deck

Three-Card Spread
1. Past
2. Current Status
3. Immediate Future

Celtic Cross
1. The Situation
2. The Current challenge affecting the issues
3. The Basis of the situation
4. The Past as it pertains to the situation
5. The Present
6. The Near Future
7. Your Power in the Situation
8. The Effects of People around You
9. Your Hopes or Fears
10. The Outcome
Ted Andrews Animal-Wise Tarot

Daily Indicator (1 card)

Yes and No Layout (3 cards)
1. Situation as it has been
2. Situation as it is now
3. Situation as it will be

Four Directions (5 cards)
1. East reveals information about our healing abilities and mental prowess
2. South reveals the child within us that needs to be nurtured and honored
3. West reveals the intuitive and loving aspects of our life, our emotional and internal challenges
4. North reveals the best way to apply our abilities in the real world and the direction of physical expression of the spiritual
5. Outcome gives a complete overview of the present situation and the energies at play

Celtic Cross
1. What Covers You
2. What Crosses You
3. Basis of the Situation
4. Behind You
5. What Crowns You
6. Before You
7. Negative Feelings
8. Feelings of Others Around You
9. Positive Feelings
10. Outcomes

Yearly Forecast
1. 12 cards for current month onward
2. Overview
Pietro Alligo’s Tarot of Mermaids

Finding the End
1. Current Situation
2. Abilities and Strongpoints
3. Question being examined which get out of control
4. Weaknesses, Bad Habits
5. The influences of others, aftermath of old problems
6. How the situation could develop negatively with the necessary actions
7. Which “boats” must you rock, what must be done, what must not be done
8. Summary

Three Card Reading
1. Past
2. Present
3. Future

Celtic Cross
1. Present Position
2. Immediate Future
3. Goal of Destiny
4. Distant Past of Situation
5. Recent Past Events
6. Future Influences
7. The Question
8. Environmental Factors
9. Inner Emotions
10. Final Outcome
11. Final Outcome Expanded
12. Final Outcome Expanded
One Card Reading

Four Card Reading
1. Past or Foundation
2. Present or as things stand now
3. Possible Future
4. Overall Message

Celtic Cross Reading
1. Overall situation
2. Influencing the situation
3. Foundation of the issue
4. Past, influence now passing away
5. What’s on your mind
6. Near future, upcoming influence
7. Influences at the time
8. Ways others may help or hinder
9. Hopes and fears
10. Possible outcome